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Abstract
The first Bulgarian space device for ionosphere plasma parameter measurement was launchecJ
onboard the satellite Intercosmos-B on December 1, 1972. Launching ,successfitlly its own scientific
equipment in outer space Bu.lgaricL becante )8"' "space counlrv" on the l.isl oJ th.e tJnited Ncftiotts
Celebrating the 30tt'aruziversary of this historicalyear, Bulgarian engi.neers can repot't. large actit,ity
and achievements basically in the fields of Space Physics, Remote Sensing and Space Technology.

The history of Bulgarian developments of space scientific equipment dates since 1969 when a
Group of Space Physics at Bulgarian Academy of Sciences was established. It continued successfully
after this group grew into the Central Laboratory for Space Research in 1975 and the Space Research
Institute in 1987. Bulgarian researchers participated successfully in the "Intercosmos" Program,
developing equipment and carrying out experiments onboard the satellites "Intercosmos - 8, 12, 14,
19" and the geophysical rockets "vertical - 3, 4, 6, 7, 10". T'he scientific programs and equipment for
the flight of the first (1979) and the second (1985) Bulgarian cosmonauts were entirely designed by
Bulgarian scientists. Two satellites were launched in 1981 with Bulgarian scientific equipment for
ionosphere-magnetosphere measurements and remote sensing of the Earth. Bulgarian scientists also
participated successfully in international programs such as VENUS-HALLEY (1985), PHOBOS
(1988), AKTIVEN (1989), APEX (1990) and INTEBALL (1995-96). Special attention is paid to the
recent achievements of Bulgarian scientists in the field of Space Biology and Medicine onboard the
MIR Orbital Station and the new International Space Station.

l.Introduction
Bulgarian participation in space research began at the time when the first

satellite of the Earth was launched. By the end of l95l Bulgarian Astronautical
Society was established. Under an agreement of 1967, eminent scientists from
Eastern Europe, Cuba and Mongolia signed a complex program for international
collaboration in space research and peaceful use of outer space, known as the
"Intercosmos" Program. According tci this program the countries could take part in
space research in their favorite field of study with their own scientific
instrumentation using free-of-charge the Russian spacecraft (satellites, rockets, etc.)
and launching facilities. The main scientific trends within the "Intercosmos" ProEram
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are in the fields of Space physics, Space Meteorology, Space communications,
Space Biology and Medicine and Remote Sensing oiirr" parth. Some Bulgaria'
scientists headed by acad,. L. Krustanov and acad. K. Serafimov took part in the:
establishment of the "rntercosmos" Program and the otganization of Bulgarian spaceactivity in it - the National Committee fbr Space Resealh was founded in 196g. The
Group of Space Physics (GSP) at Bulgarian Academy of Sciences presidium wascreated in 1969 with the first scientific team dealing entirely with space research andtechnology development [1].

2. First Steps and the First in the 70s
Bulgarian space era started es in the field of Space

Physics. The ionosphere is an atmosphe importance for the near
spa:e because even life on the Earth depends on it. The Earth gets from the Sun the

fe, But together with its iife_giving
ys, ultraviolet and corpuscular rays.
c importance is to study how the Sun

nvironment i.e. to determine the concrete
forms of the solar-terrestriar connections and interactions.

The first Bulgarian space probe device, named p-1, was raunched
onboard the satellite 66rntercos-o.-g,, on December 1, rg72. rt was designed tocarry out direct measurements of space plasma parameters in the satellite,sproximity' A cylindrical Langmuir probe (for measurement of electron plasma
parameters such as electron density and temperature distribution) and a spherical ion
trap (for measurement of ion plasma parameters - ion concentration, ternperatures,
mass composition and energy distribution) was mounted on long rods projecting outof the protective satellite cover. The hardware was developed Ly a team of young
engineers (s. chapkunov - at the hea l, T. Ivanova uno na. petrunovaj, and
technicians (G. Karamishev and S. Lesseva), using mostly Bulgarian electronic
components and materials. The equipment was of enough nign quatity and passed
successfully all accepting tests (vibration, impact, tempJrature and electromagnetic
tests, etc') required_for the equipment to be allowed lnboard. After an extremely
exiting night start, filled with emotions for Bulgarian scientists who had developed
the hardware, the "Intercosmos-g" satellite was launched successfully into orbit.
sending in space its own scientific equipment Burgaria .urrt.J rC";";; 1ist ofthe "space countries", according to a convention aJopted by the United Nations in
1968.

Along with the equipment, our hopes for successful entering of Bulgaria inthe space era which involves the brightest prospects of mankind for an all-round
development of our civilization fliea oft in^spaJe, too. In the past 30 years these
hopes were justified and Bulgarian scientists took active part in many interesting'
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proiects in almost all fields of space resealch. A second scientific line, "Remote
sensing of the F,arth", was created in the GSP in l9'14, dfuected by acad. D. Mishev
l1l
LL I'

The centlal Laboratory for space Research (CLSR), based on the GSp, was
established tn I915. Bulgarian scientists gained significant experience through their
investigations in the field of Space Physics and their successful participation in the
"Intercosmos" Program. A number of other Bulgarian instruments for clirect
ionosphere measurements were developed. The P-2 and P-3 instruments were
launched onboard the satellites "Intercosmos-LZ,14" and other modifications of this
equipment - onboard the heavy geophysical rockets "verticai-3 ,4,6,J, r0".In 1978,
along with the P-4 multipurpose probe instruments, the electrophotometer EMO-I
for investigation of the natural optical emissions flied onboard the Automated
Universal orbital Station (AUos) "Ionozond-Intercosmos-19". AUos is a heavy
spacecraft using solar (not only chemical) batteries. Scientists from some other
eastern countries participated in all these starts with their own instruments and the
equipment complex was larger and more informative - valuable information was
obtained about wide plasma spectrum and optical processes.

In the years that followed, an ever-growing number of Bulgarian scientists
and institutes joined in the affangement and impiementation of space experiments.
The scientific program and preparation for the flight of the ftrst Bulgarian
cosmonaut Georgi Ivanov were the most important and exciting event in our space
activity to the end of the 70th. Bulgaria became the 5th country in the world with its
own cosmonaut. The start took place on April 10, 1979 onboard the spacecraft
"Soyuz-33" with the participation of the Russian cosmonaut Nikolay
Rukavishnikov. The flight was exceptionally complicated and dramatic - the
spacecraft couldn't dock with the SOLYUT-6 Space Station due to breakdown in the
main engine. Even the return of the cosmonauts to Earth was under question!

The crew showed exceptional heroism, self-control and strength and they
proved experimentally, for the first time, that a spacecraft of the "Soyuz" type could
come safely back to Earth using a bailistic orbit. This inspired confidence in the
success of the future space flights. And the best proof was the recent flight of two
"space" tourists - Dennis Tito and Mark Shuttleworth on board of a spacecraft of the
same kind. The equipment developed by Bulgarian scientists for this flight ("Spectar-
15", "Duga", "Srsdets", "Vital") was used by the next crews but Bulgaria had all the
rights over the scientific results.

3. Apogee of Bulgarian Space Activity and the Second Cosmonaut in
the 80s
One of the most significant Bulgarian scientific achievements in the field of

space research was the "Bulgaria-1300" Program carried out in 1981, in honor of the
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1300"' anniversary of the foundation of Bulgarian State. Two satellites were launched
for studying the ionosphere-pagnetosphere interaction and for remote investigation
of the Earth. The first satellite '6lntercosmos-Bulgaria-1300,, (IC-B-1300) was
entirely equipped with Bulgarian scientific instrumentation for research in the field
of Space Physics, This satellite was launched into olbit at a height of 900 km. The
program also included Remote Sensing of the Earth by Bulgarian scientific
instrumentation installed in the second satellite "Meteor-Prirodai' flying along a
Iower orbit (600 km). Both scientific complexes had remarkably long lifi - more than
3 years of perfect work in space.

Bulgarian scientists developed and produced a lot of instruments functioning
onboard the "IC-B-1300" such as instruments for measurement of energetic electron
and proton flows, the quasi-constant electric field and the low-frequency
electromagnetic field, the concentration and drift of plasma ion components, the ion
and electron concentration and temperature, the quasi-constant magnetic field, and
the flows of energetic ions. The data obtained was processed, analyled and used by
both Bulgarian and foreign specialists. The results concerned the structure and
dynamics of the ionosphere-magnetosphere plasma parameters and their interaction
with some ground-based phenomena - earthquakes, volcanoes, etc.

Using data from all the "Intercosmos" satellites, the global ionosphere-
magnetosphere connections and interactions were explored. The mechanisms
determining the concentration and temperature distribution and heterogeneity in the
ionosphere and thermosphere were studied,

After the "Bulgaria-1300" Program, Bulgarian scientists directed their efforts
to investigation of other planets of the Solar System. In 1984-86, Bulgarian scientists
together with Russia and France developed a multi-channel system that worker1
successfully onboard the VEGA Space Station and studied the glow of the Halley
comet tail under the VENUS-HALLEY project.

The video-spectrometric and navigation complex PHREGAT was develope<i
with the leading participation of Bulgarian scientists and mounted onboard the
PHOBOS-I, 2 Space Stations in 1988. Unique pictures of the MARS planet and its
satellite PHOBOS were obtained and after processing they were placed at the
disposal of other scientists in the world working in the planetary research area.

In 1987, the CLRS became Space Research Institute (SRI). The accumulated
expelience and sqientific knowledge helped Bulgarian scientists to develop the new
scientific "Shipka" Program for the flight of the second Bulgarian cosmonaut
Alexander Alexandrov. He was launched on board of "Soyuz-TM5" in 19gg in a
crew with the experienced Russian cosmonauts Anatoly Solovyov and Victor
Savinih. For this historical flight a wirJe scientific program and corresponding
equipment compiex for research in the field of space physics, remote sensing, spaco
biology and medicine, space materials and microgravity technology was developed,
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Dozens of scientific institutions in BAS and out of it with SRI as a leading institute
were involved in this project. Fifteen research devices and complexes, that continued
working onboard the MIR Orbital Station (OS) long after Bulgarian .flight
("LIULIN" and "SPECTAR-256"), were developed and. 49 scientific experirnents
were conducted. Detailed extensive research directed to study of fundamental
problems of the Space and its influence on man were carried out and extremely
interesting new data and results were obtained. The main Bulgarian equipment
developed on the "shipka" Program and its objective is shown on Table 1.

Table 1. The main Bulgarian scientific equipment developed for the flight of the second
Bulgarian cosmonaut Alexander Alexandrov on the "Shipka" Program in 1988

Equipment Objective
..ROJEN" An astronomical

sphere.
complex for identifying of objects 1n the celestial

..PARALAX-

ZAGORKA''
An image amplifier for recording of pictures of the polar oval small-scale
stlucture.

..TERMA" A pulse photometer for investigations of the natural optical emissions in
the Earth atmosphere.

..SPECTAR-

255"
A multi-channel spectrometric system for study of the spectral reflecting
chalacteristics of various natural anthropogenic formations on the Earth
surface.

..ZORA'' A computer system fbr acquisition and
during complex psycho-physiological
manned space flights.

storage of information obtained
study of man in long-lasting

..PLEVEN.B7" A computer system for psycho-physiological monitoring of the
cosmonauts status.

,.SAN-3" A portable magnetic recorder for 12-hour non-stop record of
physiological signals (electro-cardiogram and electro-encephalogram).

..LIULIN"
Space dosimetric complex equipment for investigations of the radiation
environment.

,,DOZA-8" An autonomous kit containing integral detectors for evaluation of the
distribution of radiation doses.

Another scientific line - "Space Biology and Medicine", developed in the framework
of the "Shipka" Program, establishing itself as a priority direction in Bulgarian space
research. Many scientific teams and institutions were involved there and the work
along this line became a tradition. They were invited to participate in recent
international projects in this field of Life Sciences.
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For example, very important experiments such as: "statokinetika" -
to study the dynamics of changes arising in the systems for movement
control during the critical period of adaptation, "potential" - to study the
state of the muscular fibers driving membranes and "Labirint" - to clear up
the phenomena of rise, progress and prophylaxis of the so-caled "space
disease" in order to raise the operator's working capacrty, were carried out
using the "zoRA" equipment. The methods used and scientific results
obtained were so good that Germany ordered alater "zoRA" modification,
called Neurolab-B, used widely onboard the MIR OS in the 90s.

The dynamics of high-energy fluxes and space radiation doses in
Earth radiation belts depending on the Solar and magnetic activity level
were investigated in the period 1988-1994 using the "LYULIN" dosimeter -
radiometer. The data provides to investigate the inner magnetosphere
variations. The variations of the Galactic Cosmic Ray fluxes and doses were
investigated as well. Long-term global investigations of the MIR os
radiation environment in quiet and solar proton event conditions were used
for building up a new experimental model. The model provides to evaluate
the risk of cosmic ray exposure in long-term manned space missions and
was used for prediction of the expected doses and fluxes on the International
Space Station (ISS).

4. Recent Achievements in the 90s of the 20th Century
The main space activity on research projects was centralized, at

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences - SRI and the Solar-Terrestrial Influences
Laboratory (srIL), detached from the SR.I in 1990. After closing the
"Intercosmos" Ptogram in 1991, the major part of the international scientific
activity was organrzed based on bilateral coilaboration with external
financial support. Accounting for the interdisciplinary nature of space
research and its significance for the national priorities in the field of
ecology, agriculture, cornmunication and national security, the
Interinstitutional Committee on Space Issues at the Council of Ministers of
Bulgaria was established and a National space Program was elaborated.

The big international space projects with the participation of
Bulgarian scientists in the fields of space Biology and Medicine (SVET
Space Greenhouse and Neurolab-B) for MIR os and Space physics
("Interball" Project) were successfully carried out till 2000 and they
completed with unique results"

The first SVET Space Greenhouse (SG) is an automated system
for precise measurement and control of the environmental parameters for
higher plant growth under microgravity. Plants could be a major link of the
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future Biological Life Support Systems (BLSS), providing the crew with
food and oxygen during iong-term manned space missions. svET sG was
developed and produced in the SRI (patent is issued), and the deveiopment
was funded in whole by Bulgarian Government [3].

The SVET SG was launched onboard the crystal module on a
Bulgarian-Russian project and docked to rhe MIR os on June 10. 1990. A
series of total 680 days of successful plant space experiments was conducted
in the svET SG facility under different scilntific progru-, (,,Intercosmos,,
and MIR-NASA) during the period 1990-2000 t4l. A few months before
MIR os plunged into the pacific (March 23, 2o0r),4 species of different
lettuce^crops were grown in the svET SG and tasted for the first time by the
last. 28tn crew.

unique and very important results in the field of Fundamental
Gravitational Biology were obtained during the plant flight experiments in
the svET sG. It was proven that the lack of grivity is not an obstacle for
normal plant development in space. Reiteration of the full life cycle of plant
growth was achieved (second generation wheat seeds were prodused;. It
becarne clear that plants could be successfully used in the future BLSS t5l.

Another recent project developed by a SRI engineering team in the
field of Space Medicine is the Neurolab-B system for monitoring the
astronaut psycho-physiological status. Neurolab-B was successfully
iaunched from the Baikonur Space Center onboard the ,,Spectur', module to
the MIR os on Apr17 22, 1996 and. was immediately operational. Neurolab-
B was developed in cooperation with the German space Agency and the
Russian Space Agency.

The Neurolab-B complex was adapted to work in hospitals and
clinics on Earth. A small-sized multi-channel Holter system was designed
for recording some physiological parameters: electro-"uidiog.u-, breathing,
blood pressure, temperature etc. The system has been successfully tested in
EngJish clinics.

Bulgarian scientists have been participating successfully in the
"Interball" International space program, in the tieta of solar-terrestrial
physics. The program was aimed at direct study of the plasma processes in
the Earth magnetosphere. The "rnterball" project includes two main
satellites launched in orbit in 1995 and, L996, accordingly, each one
having a sub-satellite. The first of them is the Magnetosphere probe
launched at a very high orbit, 200 thousands of kilometeri in apogee, which
was used to study the interaction between the magnetosphere and the solar
wind. The second satellite, the so-called Auroral probe, was launched at the
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height of 20 thousands of kilometers above the polar areas and used to study
the polar caps and polar ionosphere.

Bulgarian scientists from STIL and SRI developed seven scientific
instruments such as AMEI-2 - an ion rnass and energy inalyzer,IMAp-3 - a
magnetic field meter, uvslps - a ultra-violet scanning spectrometer and
KEM-3 - an electric field meter for supporting i series of space
experiments. Both satellites transmitted unique oata for the measured
parameters till the end of 2000 and this data is at present processed and
analyzed by scientists from over 20 countries participating in itre project.

As an active participant in the "Interball" project iulgarif was a hostof the International Scientific, symposium, held" through coSpAR in
Fiebruary 2002 to mark the 20'h anniversary of the project. 120 scientists
from all over the worid took part in it to discuss on the experimental results.

5. Future prospects for the 21't century
Bulgarian engineers are developing a new generation of equipment

for scientific experiments and investigatibns onboard the ISS during the
next 10-15 years of thg 2l't century. A n"* concept for the svET Space
Greenhouse, based on Bulgarian experience and ,,kn^ow-how',, is devel6pedin the sRI. Using the physiological parameter measurement data the
controller evaiuates the plant status and performs adaptive environmental
control - "stress-free" plant growth and optimal experimental results under
the condition of microgravity [6].

Modifications of the LyULIN device on the "shipka" program,
developed in the srIL, will be raunched on board the ISS for assessment of
crew radiation risks [7]. Lyulin-5 is an active dosimetric telescope designed
for measurement of the in-depth distribution of space radiation doses in a
human platform on the Russian Segment of the ISS (a part of the
international project MATROSHKA-R). Another Bulgarian instrument -the Radiation Risks Radiometer - Dosimeter (R3D) *ill *"urore the solar
radiation and cosmic ionizing radiation in the EXposE facility (ESA
project) that will be attached to the external platform of the ISS.

Nowadays, Bulgarian scientists, whose achievements are well known
and acknowledged, are welcome partners for different international projects.
In addition to the development of equipment for bio-medical research
onboard the ISS, Bulgarian scientists tule part in the space programs
relating to other priority scientific directions - Space physics, Remote
Sensing of the Earth, and Space Material science. The recent SRI activity is
mainiy in the European level projects, like IMAGE 2000, osNET, cosr-
Action 283, including FP5 participation and Fp6 proposals. The scientific
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research results are published in monographs and hundreds of papers in
scientific journals in Bulgaria and abroad.
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Fig. 1 A team of the Space Physics Group - BAS, which has designed the first Bulgarian
probe space unit, P-1, with its Head, Dipl. Eng. Stefan Chapkunov (above, in the middle)
and his associates Tanya Ivanova (below), Mariya Petrunova (above, on the left), and
Georgi Karamishev. Upon its launch on-board the "Intercosmoc-8" satellite on December
l,1972, Bulgaria became the 18s space country on the [lN's ranking list.

Fig.2. The "Intercosmos-Bulgaria-1300" satellite launched in 1981 on the occasion of the
1300h anniversary of the foundation of the Bulgarian State was furnished entirely with
Bulgarian research equipment intended for studies in the field of space physics. Jointly with
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the Russian coordinator, G.L.Gdalevich, fi'om SRI-AS USSR, the leading researchers of the
probe units, P6-IL and P7-zL, Katya Georgieva, Tanya Ivanova, and Sve=tlana Sapunova
(from left to tight) from the CLSR-BAS are shown.

30 IOAI4HI{ EbJIIAPCKAAIlApATypA B KOCMOCA

T aun IrI e auo e a, C e emn aH a C anyH o e a, I'I e au,[ au d on o e

Pegroue

flrpnuxr 6r,rrapcxu KocMvqecKrr npz6op 3a r43MepBaHe Ha rrapaMerpr{re
na ftouocQepHara rIJI€BMa 6ene uscrp errflH Ha 6op4a ttu 

"rrir""oa 
"ZHreprocrvroc-

8" Ha 1 4eneurpz 1972 r. tr4scrpennafiKu ycnerxHo cBor co6creeua HayqHa
arraparypa B KocMr{qecKoro npocrpaHcrBo Brnrapzx craua 1g-ra ..KocMuqecKa

4rpxana" B paHr-Jll{crara Ha OOH, rlecrnaitxu 3O-ra tonurrrHr{Ha or rut3ri
I4CTOpIIqecKa rara 6r'lrapcxure I{HXeHepI{ orqr4Tar pa3HocrpaHna 4efinocr z
rocrl{i(eHA-s' ocHoBHo e o6racrra Ha KocMl{rlecrcara Qz:uKa, Ar4craHrIrroHHI4Te
v3cJIeABaHZf, 14 KOCMI4IIeCKrZTe TexHoJrofl{r4.

r4ctopuxra Ha 6rnrapcxure paspa6orxu Ha KocMr,rqecKa HayqHa
arraparypa narupa or 1969 r., Kofaro 6eure oqronana fpyna no su:zxa Ha
Kocn'roca xrru EAH. Tr npo4uxr{ ycnerrrHo cneA Karo ra3r,r rpyla npepacHa B
I-{eHrpanua na6oparopz,r 3a KocMrrqec*rr rr3cneABaHnfl upe: 1975 r. u ytr4iuuryr
3a KocMI{qecKIl Il3cneABaHI4.[ rlpe3 1987 r. Er,nrapcrure ri3cJreAoBarerv yqacrBaxa
ycnelrHo B nporpaMara "trlHrepKocMoc", paspa60rnafirn arrapurypa pI

ocblllecrBtlBafrru ercneplrMeHTlr na 6op4a Ha crrtTHrrr{ure "Llurepxoctuoc-8,
12,14, 79" kr Ha reoQusuvHzre paKerrr ,,Beprzral-3,4,6,.1 

,10,,. Hayuuara
nporpaMa Lr ailaparypara 3a rrorrera Ha rrbpBr{r (rg7g r.) L\ BTopvfl (1gBB r.)
6rnrapcxlz KocMoHaBT 6xxa nsg'''to pa:pa6oreHr{ or 6rnrapcru yueHu, {na
crrbrHuKa c 6rnrapcra HayqHa araparypa 3a fioHoc$epuz-vrarunroc$epnu
I{3MepBaHrr[ I{ AI{craHIInoHHLI ri3cJre4Balanfl, Ha 3ena-f,ra 6xxa uscrpeJrtrHr4 npe3
1981 r. Ernrapcxure y-rreHv yqacrBaxa yclerxHo A B Me)r(AyHapoAHt4 npofpaMr4
XATO BEHEPA-XANEIZ (1985 r.), OOEOC (tr988 r.), AKTIIBEH iiESE r.;,
AIIEKC (1990 r.) z tr4HTEPEon e995-96 r,). cneqzarrHo BHrzMaHze e o6rpnaro
Ha nocJre.qHr4Te rrocrrr)KeHufl Ha 6urapcrzre yrreHv s o6racrra KocMzqecKara
6uonorr.s r{ MeAr{rlrrHa ua 6op4a na OC MLIp uHoBara MKC.
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